CITY OF ALBANY
CITY COUNCIL AGENDA
STAFF REPORT
Agenda Date: February 6, 2012
Reviewed by: BP

SUBJECT: Resolution No. 2012-8 - a Resolution of the Albany City Council Calling
for an amendment to the U.S. Constitution to free democracy from
corporate control, in response to the U.S. Supreme Court decision on
Citizens United v. Federal Election Commission.
REPORT BY: Nicole Almaguer, City Clerk

SOCIAL & ECONOMIC JUSTICE COMMISSION RECOMMENDATION
That the Council adopt Resolution No. 2012-8.

BACKGROUND
At the March 7, 2011 City Council meeting, Council referred a draft Resolution regarding
corporate spending on election campaigns as related to the U.S. Supreme Court’s January 2010
decision on Citizens United v. Federal Election Commission to the Social and Economic Justice
Commission. Council requested the Commission provide analysis of pros and cons and
suggestions for any alternative language to the Resolution.

DISCUSSION
As directed by the City Council, the Social and Economic Justice Commission reviewed this
item over the course of several months. At its January 2012 meeting, the Commission approved
the attached Resolution, recommending adoption by the City Council.
The resolution provides for the City Council to call for freeing democracy from corporate control
by calling for an amendment to the U.S. Constitution to establish that: 1. Money is not speech,
and 2. Corporations are not natural persons and not entitled to constitutional rights. It further
provides for the Council to request the appropriate elected representatives introduce and or
support a constitutional amendment that contains both of these principles, or introduce motions
to include these principles in related constitutional amendments.

SUSTAINABILITY IMPACT
N/A.

FINANCIAL IMPACT
None.
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Attachments
1. Resolution No. 2012-8
2. Citizens United v. Federal Election Commission – U.S. Supreme Court Case Summary
3. Supplemental Information re. Citizens United v. Federal Election Commission provided by
Social and Economic Justice Commission
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RESOLUTION NO. 2012-8
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A RESOLUTION OF THE ALBANY CITY COUNCIL CALLING FOR AN
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AMENDMENT TO THE U.S. CONSTITUTION TO FREE DEMOCRACY FROM
CORPORATE CONTROL
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WHEREAS, the U.S. Supreme Court has granted corporations personhood
status, free speech and other protections guaranteed to living humans by the Bill of
Rights and the 14th Amendment, yet historically corporations were created as artificial
entities that were subordinate to our democracy, the City of Albany, California asserts
that corporations are not natural persons with human rights but artificial entities created
by our government; and
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WHEREAS, although corporations have made important contributions to
society, they may exist simultaneously in many nations, use court granted "corporate
rights" to get laws and regulations that protect people weakened or overturned, put profit
ahead of any other concern, and use money derived from consumers and employees to
lobby for statutes that endanger democracy, human values, and ecological survival; and
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WHEREAS, the U.S. Supreme Court’s ruling in Citizens United v. the Federal
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Election Commission further threatens our democracy by rolling back limits on corporate
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spending in electoral campaigns, allowing corporate money to drown out the voices of
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"We the People"; and
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WHEREAS, U.S. Senate Judiciary Committee Chair Patrick Leahy stated that
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the ruling "will allow major corporations - who should have law written to control their
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effect on America - to instead control America;" and former Republican senator Warren
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Rudman wrote, "Supreme Court opinion notwithstanding, corporations are not defined
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as people under the Constitution, and free speech can hardly be called free when only the
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rich are heard;" and former Senator Chris Dodd pointed out that "money is not speech,"
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that "corporations are not people" and that "a constitutional amendment is necessary to
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fully restore the trust and voice of the America people."
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NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, that the Albany City Council
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calls for freeing democracy from corporate control by calling for an amendment to the
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U.S. Constitution to establish that: 1. Money is not speech, and 2. Corporations are not
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natural persons and not entitled to constitutional rights.
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BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that the Albany City Council requests that
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our appropriate elected representatives introduce and or support a constitutional
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amendment that contains both of these principles, or introduce motions to include these
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principles in related constitutional amendments.
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08-205 - Citizens United v. FEC - US Supreme Court Case Summary
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FOR LEGAL PROFESSIONALS

United States Supreme Court
Citizens United v. FEC, 08-205
Read
Citizens
.
. United v. FEC, 08-205
.

READ

.

The Court rules that the government may regulate corporate political speech through
disclaimer and disclosure requirements, but it may not suppress that speech altogether.
Specifically, in an action brought by a nonprofit corporation, the makers of a documentary
critical of Hillary Clinton's presidential candidacy, challenging the constitutionality of a
federal law prohibiting corporations and unions from using their general treasury funds to
make independent expenditures for speech that was an "electioneering communication" or
for speech that expressly advocated the election or defeat of a candidate, a denial of a
preliminary injunction for plaintiff is reversed in part where Austin v. Michigan Chamber
of Commerce, 494 U.S. 652 (1990), is overruled, and thus provides no basis for allowing
the government to limit corporate independent expenditures. Hence, the part of McConnell
v. Federal Election Comm'n, 540 U.S. 93 (2007), that upheld the Bipartisan Campaign
Reform Act section 203's extension of section 441 b's restrictions on independent corporate
expenditures is also overruled. However, the order is affirmed in part where BCRA
sections 201 and 311 were valid as applied to the ads for the documentary and to the
movie itself because disclaimer and disclosure requirements may burden the ability to
speak, but they imposed no ceiling on campaign-related activities, or prevented anyone
from speaking.

Appellate Information
• Decided 0112112010
• Published 0112112010

Court
• United States Supreme Court
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